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Editorial
This is the first edition of the Journal in a format from the new Committee
of the Henley-on-Thames Archaeological and Historical Group. An
editorial committee has been formed to oversee contents and publication.
We start with a well-researched article on a man who worked locally as
Henley Borough Surveyor in the 19th century, William Wing. He is an
interesting man – a multi-talented, indefatigable Victorian polymath – with
very many spheres of activity. The author, John Bailey, has a long list of
references to his principal sources. We have a copy of the article containing
a complete list of 105 references which can be seen on application to the
author via the editor (see back cover).
John Crocker was a well-loved member of the Henley-on-Thames
Archaeological and Historical Group. In his retirement from shoerepairing he spent much time in the Bodleian Library. His files are
deposited in the Henley-on-Thames Archaeological and Historical Group
archives and can be seen on application to our Membership Secretary,
Hilary Fisher. Cynthia Robinson has been looking through John’s papers
and she gives us an account of a local lad’s life as it was in Henley in the
early 20th century.
Ruth Gibson's research on the Bear Inn building in Bell Street and
subsequent alterations and additions links in well with the current Henleyon-Thames Archaeological and Historical Group's work on probate
documents. A 1984 project transcribed many documents including the 1683
inventory of the goods of John Dolton, landlord of the Bear, which
identified the principal rooms. A transcript of this inventory is included.
The current Probate Project Group aims to digitise relevant probate
documents and Viv Greenwood has added a footnote concerning the
recently transcribed 1744 will of William Brooks, brewer and then owner of
the Bear. This important project was reviewed at our December 2012
meeting and further reports will be given on the results arising.
Articles for future publication in the Journal, which are in accordance with
our aims, are most welcome. They may be submitted direct to the editor
email: editor@henley-on-thamesarchaeologicalandhistoricalgroup.org.uk.
Valerie Alasia
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William VIII: the last of the Wings
By John Bailey

William Wing at the age of about 60.
Photograph reproduced by kind permission of the Berkshire Record Office

When we talk about a man of many parts, we tend to call him a
Renaissance man, yet why do we not call him a Victorian? The Victorian
age was so full of all-rounders who involved themselves in numerous
activities. They were men (and sometimes women) with seemingly infinite
energy.
Amongst persons connected to Henley, one of the greatest of these was
William Wing, yet, when mentioning him to local groups with some
knowledge of Henley’s history, I have found that not only is he less well
remembered than, say, the Hamilton brothers or Sir Frank Crisp, but even
than his adversary, Charles Clements.
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Why is this? Perhaps he was almost too versatile, so that he did not quite
achieve greatness in any one sphere. And perhaps he moved around too
much. His stay at Henley was not quite long enough for people to associate
him principally with the town. He died, too, at what was then considered a
great age, few of his contemporaries being left alive to contribute their
memories to any obituarist. This article is an attempt to revive the memory
of this polymath, although, even after exhaustive research, a few
unanswered questions remain to intrigue us.
Wing was a most productive architect, a busy surveyor, an author and
historian, a photographer, the member of a winning crew at Henley Royal
Regatta and the most significant figure in the formative years of
Association football in Oxfordshire. His most important achievements were
probably in those spheres, but they were not even half of those in which he
involved himself. No source I have seen mentions all his activities or even
all his major ones. And at one point, too, he found himself at the centre of
serious controversy, so that an element of human interest is added to his
story.
He was also the last of a dynasty. The Wings are believed to have moved
from North Aston to Steeple Aston in the 17th century. The head of the
house was one William Wing, and the only son of the family was known as
William for another seven generations. 1 The family were soon “one of the
most prominent...in the parish”, and in 1841 they were its second biggest
land-owners. The Wings are the subject of a very large number of
references in Jackson’s Oxford Journal going back to 1803, though some
caution has to be applied in trying to distinguish one William Wing from
another. The name “William Wing” also seems to have been surprisingly
common in north Oxfordshire, these other Williams perhaps being distant
relations of the Steeple Aston family.
The father of the William who is the subject of this article was himself a
man of many talents: farmer, land agent, auctioneer, insurance agent,
churchwarden, overseer, vestry clerk, member of numerous societies and a
most prolific enthusiast for and author on local history.

Possibly, eight successive Williams were only sons. Brookes in his history of
Steeple Aston says that at one point but contradicts himself by also referring to the
first William as a second son.
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The eighth William was born on 20 November 1845. Probably at about the
age of ten, he was sent to Dartmouth House School in Tulse Hill. A little
prior to his 16th birthday, he took up a place at King’s College School, now
at Wimbledon but then below King’s College, London, in the Strand. He
boarded with the Rev. George Rust, a master at the school.
Wing attended K.C.S. for only one year, but it was not unusual for boys to
finish their schooling with a short stay at the school, this usually being the
prelude to their moving on to Oxford, Cambridge, King’s College itself or
professional training. As the college ran courses in architecture, it is
tempting to think that Wing might have originally been contemplating a
move to what was termed the “Senior Department” – but there is no
evidence that he made one. Nevertheless, he certainly already possessed
the “good hand” that was considered necessary both for an architect and
surveyor, for, in his brief stay at the school, he won the prize for landscape
drawing in the Division of Modern Instruction in the Lent term of 1862.
Wing left school shortly before his seventeenth birthday, and more than
four years elapses before it is possible to find any further evidence of his
doings. One may reasonably assume that he was articled to a practitioner
in one or both of his future professions during this time, but where this
happened I have been unable to trace.2
He was back home in Steeple Aston by December 1866, for at the start of
the month his name was added to the list of members of the Heyford
Enrolled Fire Engine Society. The engine was seldom called out, but, when
it was tested, the Wings’ pond was a useful source of water. By May 1867,
Wing is being described as a “land and engineering surveyor”, so
presumably was now considered to be fully trained. His name is then
frequently found in Jackson’s Oxford Journal among those who held
particulars of properties to be sold by auction. His address is no longer
given as Steeple Aston but in February 1869 appears as “44, Corn Marketstreet”, Oxford, later to be changed to “6 and 7, St Aldate’s-street”. These
premises were his office, but he appears to have been living in the city,
possibly “over the shop”, as well as working there, now being referred to
as “Mr. Wing jun., of Oxford”.
Although there were no compulsory elements to training as an architect at this
period, typically this would have been by becoming an articled pupil to an existing
architect.
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He did not, however, sever his links with his native village – which was
only about 12 miles away. Indeed, he joined his father in many of his
ventures. In the Bicester, Heyford, Enstone and Kirtlington Turnpike Road,
Wing senior was a trustee and Wing junior the surveyor. The Steeple Aston
Root Show continued to have his support even after he had moved further
afield to Henley.
On 13 November 1869, Wing had taken a leading part in a meeting of the
site committee of the Royal Agricultural Society of England at Oxford
Town Hall.3 The society’s show was to be held in Oxford in 1870, and Wing
maintained an affection for agricultural shows all his life.
Already, however, he was making a mark outside his professional
activities. He became a leading member of the Glow-worms, an amateur
theatrical group which gave performances to raise money for charities both
in the city and in neighbouring towns. Their first performance came at the
Theatre Royal in Oxford on 11 January 1871. They gave three short plays.
In Charles XII, Wing took the part of the eponymous Swedish monarch and
“looked every inch a king” in his “most able” performance. He also took
the leading role in Grimshaw, Bagshaw and Bradshaw, when Jackson’s Oxford
Journal commented: “Mr. Wing proved himself to be as effective in this
farce as he was in the drama. The burden of the piece rested on his
shoulders, and his excellent acting provoked much laughter”.
Wing’s name is again found in the Glow-worms’ cast list in April 1871,
January 1872 and April 1873, though his roles may have been less
prominent as he was now spending less time in Oxford. It is only possible
to trace that the Glow-worms gave one performance without him, in
January 1874, and – deprived of his enthusiasm? – they then fade from the
scene.
In the summer of 1871, Wing entered into partnership with Frederic
Haslam, another architect and surveyor. The partnership did not last long,
so it might be thought to have been of little significance. So far from this
being the case, however, it turned out to be the pivotal event of his life, for
it brought him to Henley, and, in the way that one thing leads to another,

Jackson’s Oxford Journal in its report referred to Wing as “the Local Surveyor”, but
the capital letters appear to have been an aberration. There is no evidence that he
held any local government post at this time.
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he afterwards always lived either in south Oxfordshire or just over the
Berkshire border.
Haslam was already residing in Henley and had designed the lodge and
committee room at the old Henley Cricket Club ground in Remenham
Lane, which ultimately became a private house that was until recently
occupied by the late Mr Edward Selwyn. On 21 August 1871, the partners
opened an office in the Market Place, whilst also keeping open Wing’s
premises in St Aldate’s. Haslam was also surveyor and sanitary inspector
to the Henley Local Board (of Health).
These arrangements, however, lasted for well under a year. At a meeting
of the Local Board on 8 June 1872, a letter from Haslam was read, saying
that he was resigning both from the partnership and from his official
positions. He added that he was not leaving the town permanently for a
while and that both he and Wing would be pleased to help with any
matters that cropped up before a successor could be appointed.
Four weeks later, Wing was unanimously elected to fill the positions that
Haslam had vacated. The fact that he had already made a good impression
as Haslam’s assistant had obviously proved vital. Also in Kinch’s Henley
Advertiser for 6 July there appeared a simple advertisement on the front
page for “MR. W. WING/ ARCHITECT & SURVEYOR/ BELL STREET/
HENLEY-ON-THAMES”.
In April 1873, the post of county surveyor of bridges for Oxfordshire fell
vacant, and Wing was an unsuccessful applicant for the job. 4 He may not
have been too perturbed, for success might have meant his leaving Henley,
where he had thrown himself into the life of the town with the utmost
enthusiasm. Most important was his part at the Football Club, about which
more later, but his passions were extraordinarily varied. As was to be
expected from his doings at Oxford, he became “a prominent figure” in the
Henley Dramatic Society upon its formation in 1874. He joined the
Volunteer Corps, was soon a sergeant and represented them in the
National Rifle Meeting, in its days before Bisley when it was held at
Wimbledon. A strong Liberal, he wrote skits on behalf of the party at

It seems to have been a mere coincidence that a W. Wing was one of the many
applicants for the post of surveyor to the Oxford Local Board more than two years
earlier, as that Wing was said to come from Hull.
4
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election times. He became secretary of the Henley School of Art, the
Working Men’s Institute and the Henley Horticultural Society. (Wing was
an Anglican but there are no references to his taking an active part in
church life after leaving Steeple Aston, where his father was
churchwarden.)
Rowing was one of his innumerable accomplishments. He was a member
of Henley Rowing Club not later than 1872, and his career culminated at
the Royal Regatta of 1878. It was five years since Henley had won the Town
Challenge Cup. In 1875 and 1876 they had failed to raise a crew for this
event, while in the following year they had been beaten easily by Marlow.
Now with Wing, easily the heaviest man in the boat, brought into the crew
at No 3, they beat Reading Rowing Club by 1¼ lengths in the semi-final
and Neptune Boat Club of Oxford by 1½ lengths in the final. Wing
maintained his place in the crew for the Royal in 1879, when Henley
finished well behind Greenwood Lodge of Wargrave but a long way in
front of Reading. He was not in the crew that was well beaten in 1880. The
Town Cup continued as an event at the Royal Regatta for three years after
that, but Wing left the town during that period, and Henley never entered
a crew.
For some years, it must have seemed that Wing’s life in Henley was
everything he could have desired. But in the last months of 1880 and the
first of 1881, clouds began to appear on the horizon. Another of Wing’s
near obsessions was early morning bathing, and he swam in the Thames
daily, not only in the summer but in the winter, too. So, naturally, the
Henley Bathing Company, which had a lease of premises at Solomon’s
Hatch,5 was yet another organisation of which he was secretary. But, in
contrast with most bodies with which Wing was involved, this one was run
on a commercial basis, and questions began to be asked about its
management.
On 11 September 1880, the Henley Advertiser noted that “the excellent
baths” had not “been well patronised” in recent years, but an
“exceptionally fine” summer had considerably increased their use, to the
benefit both of residents and visitors. So far so good, but a month later the
Advertiser had to add:
In 1876, it had been proposed, unsuccessfully, that the Henley Local Board should
take over the Lease.
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“A letter from an ‘Indignant Shareholder’ in the Henley Bathing Company
cannot be inserted, as it is of far too personal a character. For his information
and that of the shareholders generally, however, we are authorised by the
secretary (Mr. Wing) to inform him that if he has not received his dividends, he
can have them by applying at his office in Bell-street.”

A week later, the following appeared:
“SIR – I am a small shareholder in the Henley Bathing Company, and a notice
of a letter in your paper of last week very much surprised me, as I have never
heard about any dividend for many years, and in fact have thought that the
Company was dissolved, not having had any notice of a general meeting for
years. I have always thought it was necessary for the Secretary to call a meeting
once in each year, to pass the accounts, &c. There must be a great deal of – well,
to say the least of it – negligence on the part of the Secretary, but it seems to me
that we the shareholders are the biggest fools not to insist on a general meeting
being called, and compel the Secretary to give an account of his stewardship. I
hear there have been two dividends declared during the last few years of five
and ten per cent., and from all accounts there should be a good one for this
season. That and the back ones will come like a gift to most of my fellow
shareholders.
I enclose my card.
I am, Sir,
Yours, &c.
FAIR PLAY”
Wing was badly stung and replied a week later:
“SIR – When an individual capable of the meanness of making personal attacks
under assumed names signs himself ‘Fair play’, he forcibly recalls to mind the
servant mentioned by Dickens, whose name was Paragon, and whose nature
was represented as feebly expressed by his name.
If your correspondent of last week likes to repeat his attack with his own
signature attached, I shall be pleased to answer him. Until he does I can only
brand him coward and poltroon.
Yours, &c.,
WILLIAM WING”
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The correspondence columns of the Advertiser were making exciting
reading, and another week later, back came “Fairplay 6”:
“SIR – Mr. William Wing is in error in calling my letter a personal attack.
Read carefully, it is clear enough to any unbiased mind that it is simply an
appeal to my fellow shareholders in the Bathing Company for information, and
was called forth by a paragraph in your issue of October 9th, saying that
dividends might be had by applying at the Secretary’s office. It is quite correct,
as noticed in my letter, that no notices either of general meetings or of
dividends have been received by me for some years, and on making enquiries it
is I find the case with other shareholders. It is also, I believe, quite correct that
at least two dividends during the present secretaryship have been declared.
Under the circumstances if, instead of indulging in the puerile effusion of last
week, Mr. Wing had taken the initiative and called a meeting of the
shareholders himself, instead of waiting to be compelled to do so, it would have
given more satisfaction to all parties concerned.
I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully,
FAIRPLAY”

A general meeting of the Bathing Company was called and duly took place
at Wing’s office in Bell Street on 14 February 1881, with W.H. Brakspear in
the chair. According to the Henley Advertiser, Wing reported that there
were no dividends for 1879 and 1880, “the cash-takings not sufficing to
meet the expenditure by about £18, which sum the company was indebted
to him. On the other hand, the secretary explained that he held dividends
which had not been claimed, amounting to about the same sum. The
accounts not having been audited, were referred back, and Mr.
Swithinbank was asked to look through the accounts for the last seven
years – that being the time as far as could be gathered from the rather
incoherent statement of the secretary since a ‘legal’ general meeting had
been held.” Wing also said that “the company came under the Joint Stock
Companies Act; he had not sent a list of the shareholders to London as
required by the Act, on account of the expense of doing so. The chairman
asked the secretary to remove his name from the list of directors and
Sometimes “Fair Play” was rendered as two words and sometimes as one in the
various references in the Henley Advertiser.
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shareholders, saying he would have nothing to do with the Company, and
washed his hands of the whole concern. He would make a present of his
shares and back dividends to the Company.”
With Brakspear gone, Messrs Cooper, Swithinbank, Awberry, Perry, Pither
and Haslam were unanimously elected directors, whose first job it was to
sort out the accounts!
Hitherto popular with so many groups in the town, Wing might have
surmounted the way his judgment had been called into question but for the
fact that another, unrelated, issue reached its climax at almost exactly the
same time. Midway through January, Henley, in common with much of
the country, had experienced “a spell of wintry weather as has scarcely
been equalled in the memory of the oldest inhabitant”. With temperatures
only just above 0˚F and while bitter winds made them feel lower still, an
immense snowstorm beset the town. With roads blocked in all directions
and the Henley-Twyford train stuck fast in a drift, no post or newspapers
reached Henley for two days. Even the centre of town could be navigated
only with difficulty. The Local Board was impotent, and Surveyor Wing
was marooned at his home, which was now in Twyford.
Some thought all this was an “act of God”, which simply had to be
endured. Not everyone took that view, however, and, on 22 January 1881,
the Advertiser published another anonymous letter, this time signed “A
Ratepayer”. Ratepayer called “it simply disgraceful that a public body,
consisting of twelve members, with a Clerk and Surveyor, should remain
inactive in such an emergency”. Despite the almost unprecedented
conditions, he felt able to aver that such inaction would not have prevailed
in former times. “What can we do?” he went on. “It is our Surveyor’s duty,
and his private residence is at Twyford, five miles away 7, he is ‘snowed up’
and cannot leave his house...Now, Mr. Editor, I want to ask why we should
be dependent in such a case, upon an officer who lives such a distance from
the town, that he cannot act in an emergency? Is the whole town to be
inconvenienced and business put a stop to for the comfort and convenience
of one individual?...I now understand that the Surveyor put in an
appearance soon after 2 o’clock on Thursday, but surely he might have
been at his post on Wednesday, for I hear that a ‘lady’ walked from

7

Wing now had an office at 42 High Street, Twyford, where he also resided.
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Twyford to Henley on that day8, such being the case there could have been
very little difficulty in the way of one, noted for his athletic proficiency,
doing likewise. One of our representatives, who is something of a wit, is
credited with the suggestion that two ladies should have been sent to
escort the missing officer through the snow.” Ratepayer suggested that the
Board was in danger of becoming a laughing stock. Well, it was after his
letter, even if it had not been before.
The system of local government was at this time subject to frequent
changes, and the Corporation currently had very few powers, with the
Local Board responsible for most of what was necessary to keep the town
in good shape. To the Board’s embarrassment, however, the Corporation
set 50 men to clear the town’s roadways and gutters half a day before Wing
appeared in Henley.
It was soon clear, however, that the question of whether Wing could have
been expected to do more was a highly political one.
Charles Clements was a man to whom controversy came easily, and at the
next Board meeting he led an attack on Wing. The work of clearing the
snow cost £48-16s-3d, but little was made of that. The issue was whether
the clearance could have been done more quickly. The chairman, Nicholas
Mercer, said the snow had been cleared quickly. And even John Cooper, the
Clerk, added that it was 60 years since conditions had been so bad yet
people expected the streets to be cleared in five minutes. Clements
immediately retorted that it was the time before work started that was at
issue. His ally, Mr Fuller, said “he thought the difficulty arose from the
Surveyor living five miles from the town”.
Wing made a spirited defence. Because he had been out of town on Board
business, the situation would have been the same had the snow started a
day earlier. Fifteen months previously, he had lived half-an-hour’s walk
from the town; now he lived a quarter-hour’s train journey away.
Mercer said he thought the worst of the problem arose from people “who
would persist in throwing the snow from the roofs of the houses directly
the men had cleared the pavements”. Mr Webb also thought that houseowners and shopkeepers had to share the blame, saying he “believed that
The lady in question was a Miss Watts, who, I suspect, was the sister of the Watts
who is mentioned below as one of Wing’s chief antagonists.
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the very people who made the complaints were those who did not clear the
snow away”.
There was a considerable difference of opinion about how many
complaints had actually been received. Clements contended that “he was
assailed...by many persons who complained that the Corporation had to
step in and commence work which the Board ought to have done”. Mercer
said there had been no official complaints, simply a few letters to
newspapers. And Wing added that the anonymous letters to the press were
exactly what he objected to.
It is interesting to speculate as to the identity of both “Fairplay” and “A
Ratepayer”, though there is no hard evidence. That Clements was one or
both of these is clearly a possibility. But it has also crossed my mind that
some of the letters under noms de plume that frequently made entertaining
reading in the Advertiser might have been penned by the editor himself,
A.R. Awberry, to drum up circulation!
Also worth reflecting on is exactly why Clements was so opposed to Wing,
for it seems almost certain the matter of the snow was simply what brought
things to a head. Debates in the Board were often highly partisan, but
Clements, like Wing, (who as a paid official was, of course, supposed to be
neutral) was a Liberal and so might have been expected to be his ally.
When the short-lived Haslam-Wing partnership designed the new houses
on the western side of the road at the time of the widening of Duke Street,
it was also Clements who carried out the work. It was probably more a
clash of personalities than anything else that divided the antagonists.
Clements, somewhat puritanical, was a strong advocate of temperance;
Wing, in a recent exhibition at Reading Public Library was described, justly
I think, as “a bon viveur”.
A few members of the Board tried to be reasonable by mentioning minor
points that did not further their own principal arguments, but two distinct
camps emerged. And there the matter was left for the time being.
Clements did not have to wait long, however, for an opportunity to
resurrect the feud. Yet more changes were afoot in the field of local
government, this time in respect of sanitary matters, and these required the
Board to appoint an inspector of nuisances. Clements gave notice that he
would put forward a resolution that, at an increased salary of £100, the jobs
of inspector and surveyor should be held by one man “who shall reside
12

within the limits of the Local Board district, and shall devote the whole of
his time to the duties of the office”. Wing applied for the positions to be
held separately.
When the Board considered the matter in June 1881, Clements said the
matter under debate was all about the future, not the past! One could not
expect Mr Wing, “a professional man”, to concern himself with such small
issues as the inspector would have to deal with, “but there were hundreds,
nay, he might say thousands, of men, practical men and well qualified,
who would be anxious to accept such an appointment...To him it was an
unpleasant subject to bring before the Board – affecting as it did the
position of one of their officers.”
The Rev. W. Chapman got to the nub of the matter when he said “it was
tantamount to the dismissal of the Surveyor. It seemed to him that the
motion was an attempt to give him a side-handed blow, and turn him out
of the back door”. William Anker Simmons added that there might be
some complaint against Wing “but he hated underhand ways and thought
the motion was underhand”.
Mr Watts, echoing Clements in tone, said: “He did not think that Mr. Wing
– with his many excellent qualifications as a professional man – would be
willing to supervise the emptying of cesspits and this kind of duty. He did
not think he would come to do it with his refined tastes and habits. Mr.
Wing was very good as a technical man, but as to the other work he did not
think Mr. Wing’s feelings would allow him to perform it.”
After many forceful speeches on both sides, Clements failed to get his
motion carried, but the Board, split completely down the middle, was at
something of an impasse. Six members voted for each side. Wing was
backed by Messrs Mercer, Byles, Chapman, Hews, Benjamin Reeves and
Simmons; opposed to him were Clements, Coates, Chamberlain, Fuller,
Singer and Watts. Clerk Cooper confirmed that the chairman should have
the casting vote, which Mercer, of course, used in Wing’s favour. For a
moment, it appeared that Wing had won, but Clements immediately got to
his feet again to say that he would put forward a slightly amended version
of the same motion at the next meeting.
At the July meeting, Clements rose to put his motion, but Cooper
interjected to the effect that he had received a letter of resignation from
Wing. Now that the matter no longer either reflected on Wing or affected
13

him personally, the Board was prepared to give its unanimous agreement
to the Surveyor having to live within the board district in future.
However, Wing was still present at this meeting as the existing surveyor,
and there were fractious exchanges with his old adversaries - as there had
been on at least one previous occasion - before the evening ended.
In one instance reported in the Advertiser:
“Mr. Watts asked the Surveyor to give some information as to Mr. Macqueen’s
new Building.
The Surveyor replied that he knew nothing of it.
Mr. Watts thought the Surveyor ought to have his eyes open.
The Surveyor denied that he was a policeman, and it was the duty of Mr.
Macqueen to send in plans. That was in the Board’s Bye Laws.
Mr. Watts objected to the way his questions were answered.
The Surveyor protested against the remarks Mr. Watts had made, and should
protest against them as long as he sat there.”
In striking contrast to the position when Wing was appointed, there were
101 applicants for the new joint and live-in post before a Mr. Malcolmson
from Lichfield was given the job. Prior to the appointment being made,
Clements was put in temporary charge of the work-force! Though Wing’s
opponents had not managed to get him either dismissed or declared
ineligible, they had made life so unpleasant for him that he was clearly
driven out.
During the lengthy war of words, it was notable that the Reading Observer
painted a much more sympathetic picture of the protagonist than did the
Henley Advertiser. It believed the Surveyor had no authority to hire the
large contingent of workers employed by the Corporation. It claimed to
have received a letter (from an unnamed correspondent) expressing
pleasure that Clements’s motion had been negatived and the hope “that the
members of the Local Parliament will not again place themselves in the
undignified position of dividing on a motion, the spirit of which was a deal
more plain than any arguments expressed in its defence”. The quarterly
Henley and Remenham Record, too, in its brief account, called Wing’s absence
at Twyford “enforced”.
There was also a curious sequel to the dispute. On 21 May 1881, Haslam,
Wing’s former partner, wrote to the Henley Advertiser saying that remarks
14

made in “one of your contemporaries” a week earlier under the heading
“Surveyorship of Henley” had been put in the hands of his solicitors. In its
editorial columns, the Advertiser mentioned an action for libel and said that
the contemporary came from Reading. Yet the Observer does not appear to
have mentioned Haslam, the Berkshire Chronicle hinted at some support for
Wing but went into little detail, and the Reading Mercury said little at all
about the matter. It is not altogether surprising that I have found no further
reference to the subject; libel actions are often threatened and then
withdrawn once the initial controversy has died down. But what paper was
involved? How did Haslam get dragged into the dispute? And which side
was he on? In passing, it may be worth mentioning that in 1878 he had
been expelled from the Royal Institute of British Architects!
For many, the events at Henley would have been a blow from which
recovery would be difficult. But not for Wing, whose professional career
soared to fresh heights. The partnership with Haslam, as far as can be
ascertained, produced, other than the Duke Street project, only some school
buildings at Hampton Court. In view of the ephemeral nature of the
partnership, this is hardly surprising. But in the years following its
dissolution, Wing, as an architect working alone, seems, during his time
with the Henley Board, to have been involved only in two school projects
at his native Steeple Aston and the erection of three cottages at Mere in
Wiltshire – though, as early as 1873, he tendered unsuccessfully in a
competition relating to Roundhay Park in Leeds.
Obviously, the Board, quite apart from his out-of-work activities, had been
keeping him busy. Freed from the restraints of working for one main
employer, however, Wing, having moved to Caversham in 1882, became
hugely in demand both as an architect and a surveyor.
In 1883, he designed some cottages at Chester Street, Caversham and a
large houseboat for Webb and Sons of Henley. By 1886, he was involved in
six schemes in the one year. Between 1883 and 1907, 58 buildings or groups
of buildings were erected (or occasionally altered) to his designs, and that
is assuming that we know about all of them. He specialised in “small
individual villas, school houses, schools and cottages”. Thirty-two of these
ventures were in Caversham, which was being developed fast, and where
he was also in charge of the laying out of the cemetery. In Henley, he was
responsible for the new mineral-water factory and stabling at Henley
Brewery, alterations and additions to Greys Brewery, sick wards at the
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workhouse, and alterations and additions to the Red Lion. As early as 1885,
he planned a pair of semi-detached villas plus a single house for Awberry,
somewhere in Newtown, so clearly he held no grudge against the editor of
the Advertiser. Apart from one more job at Steeple Aston, none of the
buildings erected was far from Reading or Henley. Between 1886 and 1888,
two architects who went on to become R.I.B.A. members were articled to
Wing.
Even before the turn of the century, Wing had begun to slow down, and in
1907 he appears to have retired altogether, though he became a fellow of
the Reading Society of Architects in 1921 and emerged from retirement in
1923 to plan additions to the Pack Saddle pub in Chazey Heath, where he
had done similar work in 1904. He had moved from his original
Caversham premises in Bridge Street, where he both worked and lived, but
continued to reside in Caversham for the rest of his life, first in Highmoor
Road and then in Westfield Road. On leaving Bridge Street, he opened an
office in Prospect Street, at which time he maintained a secondary office at
1 Reading Road in Henley.
Yet all this time, Wing also found a great deal of work in his other
discipline. His account book for the period between 1882 and 1899 still
exists, and his case-load throughout the whole period is most impressive.
In view of the circumstances in which he left Henley, what is especially
noteworthy is the number of the most prominent residents of the town and
district who employed him. These included Major Baskerville, Robert
Owthwaite, John Hodges, Nicholas Mercer, William Dalziel Mackenzie,
Thomas Riggs, the Rev. J.F. Maul, Sir Walter Phillimore, Thomas Hews,
the Vanderstegens, the Rev. R.H. Hart Davis and J.F. Cooper.
Even more noteworthy, however, after what happened at the Local Board,
was the number of local government and public bodies who turned to
Wing. These included Henley Rural Sanitary Authority, Henley Union
Board of Guardians, the Henley-on-Thames and Caversham burial boards,
the rural district councils of Henley, Goring and Hambleden (besides
slightly more distant Bradfield), Kidmore Parish Council and, most
remarkably, over an eight-year period between 1888 and 1895, Henley
Corporation. In 1897, Henley’s Committee for Promoting the Erection of
New Municipal Buildings instructed Wing, as a first step prior to the
building of the new town hall, to make plans of the existing building and
its site – but they were not to cost more than five guineas! Wing also
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became the general surveyor to the Caversham U.D.C. Several of his clients
employed him repeatedly over a long period, while the trustees or
managers of such bodies as Remenham Parochial Schools and Henley
Congregational Chapel also used his services.
I do not suppose that Wing thought of himself as a great architect nor that
his clients did so, but the volume of his business over a long period makes
it clear that he was thought of as a reliable designer of thoroughly sound
properties. He wrote little about his own views on recent architecture but
did say of the Victorian restoration of Steeple Aston church: “I fancy there
must have been, as there always was at that date, a deal of destruction
carried on at the same time.” As a surveyor, he clearly had such a good
name that he was the first person that many turned to.
Yet none of this meant that his out-of-work activities were less important to
him than before. Indeed, he found room for several new ones. In 1905, for
instance, he became the first Hon. Librarian of the new Caversham Library
– but the most significant of his new or expanded ventures were in the
fields of photography and local history.
Wing cannot be described as a pioneer of photography, even though he
must have done all his own developing and printing in the days before the
introduction of the Kodak camera in 1888. No, Wing’s importance lay
mainly in the documentary record that he left. Examples of his work
survive from at least as early as 1865, though they much increase after his
move to Caversham and thin out only with the arrival of the 20th century.
Caversham was, indeed, one of his favourite subjects, but there are also
views of Tilehurst, Shiplake, Henley, Abingdon, Mapledurham, Reading,
Wargrave, Streatley, Windsor, Sonning, Dunsden, Stoke Poges and
elsewhere. Many of these photographs captured places and events of local
significance, but others were of a more personal nature, showing Wing’s
friends, and he himself joins them in a number of the photos preserved in
his albums. Wing also collected a number of views by other photographers
covering the same area, these being preserved amongst his own work.
Then there is Wing the local historian to consider. In this instance, if not
perhaps in too much else, Wing jr must have been inspired by his father,
who wrote at least 20 booklets on aspects of Oxfordshire history,
concentrating especially on the villages closest to his home at Steeple
Aston. Two obituaries refer to the younger Wing as being “a man of vast
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knowledge in archaeological, historical and architectural matters,
particularly regarding South Oxon”, while the journals for which he wrote
included that of the Archaeological Society.
After moving to Caversham, Wing immersed himself in the history of the
place and ultimately began to lecture on the subject, while the lectures were
eventually published in the Reading Mercury. Finally, his address on Old
Caversham was reprinted between its own covers, but Wing was very
modest about it. In writing to another local historian, Walter Money, a
fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, he said: “I hope you will remember
that they report a lecture pure and simple intended for a general audience,
there was no original intention of publication but the Mercury people were
very kind and I simply handed them the M.S.”
Wing was doubtless pleased to see his lecture preserved for posterity,
though in appearance it could not be compared with one of the neat little
booklets in which his father specialised. Twenty years later, the Mercury
published more of Wing’s research on Caversham; this time, to preserve
them for posterity, he simply cut out the original articles, adding
photographs and some manuscript notes. He also wrote an item on Greys
Court, produced in typescript, but I have been unable to locate a copy in
recent years. Reading Public Library once held a quite extensive cache of
printed material written by Wing, his manuscript notes, booklets written
by his father and other items that were evidently once Wing’s property.
Some of these have subsequently been passed on to the Berkshire Record
Office, and others are not currently traceable. At least one was originally
given by Wing to the Oxfordshire Records Society, so it would be
interesting to know how it ended up in what he would probably have
considered to be an alien county!
Wing’s writings are, indeed, generally difficult to come by. One such item
is his booklet Henley-on-Thames and District, which does not appear either in
the original volume or the supplement to Cordeaux and Merry, though it is
worth tracking down. This little book appeared in the Crypt House Guides
Series. The series extended to a large number of towns across the country,
and most individual volumes were sponsored by firms of estate agents,
who hoped that the sales of their properties in the neighbourhood would
be boosted as a result of the interest stimulated by the books.
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Bearing this in mind, it is interesting to compare Wing’s Henley guide,
produced in 1923 under the auspices of Simmons and Sons, with the
anonymous Reading and District volume in the same series and linked to the
same firm that appeared two years later. The latter item contained one or
two short historical references but mainly concentrated on practical details
such as shopping, church services and public transport. Both volumes
contained photographs and advertisements, but Wing’s editorial was of a
totally different vein – quite literary in style and with plenty of academic
references. Soon after the start, we are in the sphere of personal
reminiscence with: “...the recollection of early morning walks over the
bridge from whence the view of White Hill and its sylvan glories was
something that can, without exaggeration, be termed enchanting.
Followed, as it was, by a short walk down the Wargrave Road, and a
subsequent plunge into the limpid depths of the river at ‘Solomon’s Hatch’,
such a morning’s experience produced a hearty sympathy with Mr. Black’s
enthusiasm.” This Mr Black was William Black, the author of Strange
Adventures of a Phaeton, which Wing then proceeded to quote. Within the
course of the next few pages, he also quoted from Oxfordshire Bridges (1869)
by J.M. Davenport, Dyche’s Dictionary and Supplement (1754) and Carey’s
New Itinerary (1806 edition). My guess is that he sold more copies of his
book than the Reading author but far fewer of Simmons and Sons’ houses.
The Crypt House Guides also involve us in a couple of small
bibliographical mysteries. There was an earlier edition of the Reading
guide, issued in conjunction with the Nicholas firm in 1923, and a
subsequent update of the Henley guide. I believe that Wing may have
written the text for both of these, but, again, items that it was possible to
find 20 years ago have at present disappeared from view.
By the beginning of the twentieth century, Wing had been involved in so
many spheres of activity that it might appear there was nothing to which
he had not turned his hand. However, at the age of certainly not less than
56, he tried something he had never done before: he got married! The
details of the marriage, however, remain surprisingly vague. The 1901
census shows him as being single, while that for 1911 calls him a widower.
These details are borne out by his obituary in the Henley and South
Oxfordshire Standard, which says that he married late in life and that his
wife predeceased him. However, my further researches have not been able
to unearth the date and place of the wedding. The only clue as to his wife’s
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identity may be found on a website dealing with the family tree of the
Spencer-Millachip family, distantly related to the Wings, where his wife’s
maiden name is given as Mary Ashley and she is said to have died in 1907.
The website has not been updated for many years, and, although it
contains an address for e-mail contact, my missive has received no reply.
Wing himself provided much information for Brookes’s Steeple Aston
history, including a great deal about his own family, but he was reticent
about himself with his marriage not being mentioned.
I have left almost to last Wing’s involvement with football because I believe
it was the most significant of all his activities. To put his contribution into
perspective, it is necessary to remember its context. In the mid-19th
century, there were no standard rules for football: each club and school had
its own rules, which made matches against outside opposition difficult to
arrange and necessarily the subject of negotiations before play could be
embarked upon at all. The formation of the Football Association in 1863
was an attempt to agree a standard set of laws, although it became obvious
almost immediately that those clubs who had adopted the Rugby School
rules or something approximating to them could not be kept on board. Up
until 1868, indeed, there was a possibility that the Association would not
survive.
From about 1868, the popularity of the game increased by leaps and
bounds almost annually for several decades. It was boosted in part by the
support of the Sheffield Association, but, though Sheffield rules were
similar in many respects to the F.A. rules, the Sheffield game for now
remained separately organised. A large number of clubs were formed in
the London area, yet, even there, versions of Rugby football remained the
most popular form of the game. From 1870, the Thames Valley became
probably the first part of the country where Association football became
the game of the majority, entering on the path to the extraordinary social
phenomenon that it is today, still in part a recreation, not only played but
very popular in almost every country in the world, but also important in
the realms of business, finance, television, newspapers and popular culture.
When the Henley Football Club was founded in November 1871, not only
had all this still to happen, it could not even have been conceived of. But
clubs had recently been formed at Windsor, Maidenhead, Marlow and
High Wycombe, all of them committed to the Association rules, while
another, the Swifts (from Slough), adopted that code in the same period. In
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other parts of the country, isolated clubs devoted to soccer frequently had
to compromise their rules to gain fixtures; Maidenhead, Marlow, Wycombe
and then Henley never once did that; the oldest such club, Windsor Home
Park, did so only for their first ever match, and the Reading club, which
shortly joined Henley on the scene, only for their first two matches.
There was probably no formal meeting to bring the Henley club into
existence. Archibald Brakspear, the first captain, and Henry Ive, from the
two local brewing families, were the instigators of the venture, but, from
what one may infer in the absence of a minute book covering this period,
Wing was as influential as anyone in seeing that the club, sometimes with
difficulty, kept afloat in those early days.
When the Henley club played their first two formal internal matches at the
start of February 1872, one team was captained by Henry Ive and one by
Wing on each occasion. Wing then went on to represent Henley in their
first match against outside opposition, on Wycombe Rye against High
Wycombe on 13 February.
Wing became one of Henley’s most prominent players, normally in a
forward position, and, in the 1874-75 season, when the club probably did
not take the field because their usual ground was unavailable, he at least
once raised a team of local players under his own name to play the
Twyford Strollers. After another fallow year in 1876-77, a public meeting
was held to get the Henley club back on a firm footing; Wing took the chair
and was elected to the secretary’s position.9 Although the post of secretary
had existed from the start, this is the first time that the holder of the
position can be established, so Wing may have held it earlier. He was
obviously a player of some standing, for, in the 1877-78 season, he
represented Oxfordshire in their first ever game against another county; by
the time of the return match, he had risen to the rank of captain.
He continued to play for Henley at least until 1881. He remained as
secretary for a little longer after that, but, after giving up his job with the
Local Board, his involvement with the Henley club diminished, and he was
probably little more than a nominal office holder at the last whilst he was

It may be interesting to note that the meeting took place in Haslam’s cricket
pavilion referred to above.
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endeavouring to find a successor.10 It is probably not unconnected with the
withdrawal of Wing’s enthusiastic input that Henley Football Club spent
the whole of the 1882-83 season trying to clear its debts, rather than playing
any matches and afterwards never quite fulfilled its early promise.
Upon his arrival at Caversham, Wing soon became involved with the local
club and ultimately became its secretary. He was not the founder of this
organisation, for there are earlier references to it. These, however, indicate
that it was one of the many small clubs by then existing in Reading and
what are now its suburbs. Once Wing enrolled, it soon achieved greater
prominence.
But he had bigger fish to fry. For many years, football has been governed
and promoted by county associations that embrace the whole country.
These were not all established in one fell swoop but as the game spread
from one area to another. One of the first was the Berks and Bucks F.A.,
founded in July 1878. All its original members came from quite a small area
in the Thames Valley, but, because it was not called the Thames Valley
F.A., there was no place for clubs from Henley or Caversham. So in
December 1883, Wing joined with C.R. Hodges of Henley and E.H. Paxton
of Bicester to try to form an Oxfordshire Football Association. Almost all
known clubs in the county were circulated, but again Wing seems to have
been the prime mover of events, for it was to him that clubs were to send
their replies. On 26 January 1884, a public meeting was held to bring the
association into being – and Wing was elected its first secretary. The new
body was affiliated to the Football Association, with Wing also becoming
its first representative on the F.A. Council, initially holding that office
jointly with Hodges.
But, you will recall, Oxfordshire had fielded a county side long before this.
So who made the arrangements for their games? Who selected their teams?
In each of the matches mentioned, four of the Oxon players came from
Henley, who also provided the Oxfordshire umpire on at least one
occasion. No other club - or town - made a similar contribution, and
As late as 1883, The Football Annual, ed. by Charles W. Alcock (London), gives
Wing as secretary of Henley F.C., yet the questionnaire concerning the possible
foundation of an Oxfordshire Football Association issued at the end of 1883, calls
C.R. Hodges the “late secretary” of the club, and, from all that is known of him, he
cannot have held office prior to Wing.
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Henley clearly ranked as the chief club in the county. Any conclusion must
be speculative, but the most likely answer seems to be that the Henley club
itself, probably through its secretary, Wing, with his great enthusiasm for
the game and flair for organisation, directed this first venture towards
bringing the county together.
The last reference I have found to Wing as a player comes when he had just
reached the age of 40 and turned out in goal for Friar Park of Henley when
they visited Amersham Hall School. Amersham Hall came from
Caversham, and one may surmise that Wing went to watch the game,
found the Henley men, many of whom he would have known, one short
and was prevailed upon to take up an unfamiliar position, but one which
would not have required him to run about much.
After that, he appeared both as referee and umpire in the Oxfordshire
county trial match in different seasons, and he was also the referee in a
meeting between the Henley Football Club and Amersham Hall Old Boys
at Dry Leas in 1892, when the Henley players complained that he had
favoured the visitors! Clearly, in total he must have done a great deal of
refereeing once his playing career was over.
In 1890, he had talked of retiring from his O.F.A. position but was
prevailed upon to continue in office for a further two years. He was
especially pleased to be asked to present the Oxfordshire Senior Cup in
1904 when Henley won it for the first time. “Directly he heard that this
final was to be between Henley and Banbury he said to himself he must
come down to Oxford and witness it because he believed that the Henley
club was the first football club, outside the University, in Oxfordshire. He
was one of the original members of the Henley Club.” 11 Four years earlier,
when Wing was guest of honour at the annual dinner of Oxford City
Football Club who had just won the Senior Cup, he had rightly been

Strictly speaking, what Wing said was not necessarily correct. Henley was
certainly the oldest club still in existence at the time he spoke, but the short-lived
Cowley College club, who switched several times between the Association and
Rugby codes, were members of the Football Association in 1868.
11
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introduced as “the ‘father’ of the gathering, in that they were indebted to
him more than anyone else for the existence of the Senior Cup”. 12
Two of Wing’s activities importantly came together when Culham College
won the first Oxfordshire Cup competition in 1885 and Wing took a team
photograph for posterity. This is almost certainly the first - non-Varsity Oxfordshire football photo, but the pity of it from the point of view of a
Henleiensian is that he did not also capture the losers – Friar Park of
Henley. The probability is that, in view of all his other duties on the big day
and the time it then took to set up a photograph, the O.F.A. secretary found
it impossible to take two pictures. But Friar Park reached three of the first
five finals in all, losing on each occasion. By the time of their third final, he
got round his problem by taking a single group encompassing both the
winners and losers. This is almost certainly the oldest football photograph
showing a Henley team. Both these games were played on Caversham
Cricket Ground, with Wing’s local connections probably being
instrumental in obtaining it. He continued to help both the Henley and
Friar Park clubs by raising scratch teams when they were short of fixtures.
In considering Wing’s evangelistic efforts on football’s behalf, I am again
left to regret that nothing is known of his whereabouts between 1862 and
1866. Whilst it was far from unusual in 1871 for a young man to reach adult
life without having played football at all and then to join a club, my guess
is that Wing had been exposed to Association football before the
foundation of the Henley club. He was, after all, 26 years old before the
first game was played in Henley, and yet his enthusiasm for the
Association rules seems to have been fully formed by this stage. King’s
College School began football after he left and then played a form of
Rugby, and there is no evidence that Dartmouth House School played at all
at the relevant period. Oxford came late on the football scene, while it is
most improbable that Wing learned the game at Steeple Aston, but his
“missing years” are the formative years of the game now often referred to
as soccer.
Whatever the answer, by the time of his death on 2 February 1931, he had
reached, by the yardstick of those days, what the Henley and South
Of course, the Senior Cup had initially been known simply as the Oxfordshire
Challenge Cup and acquired its present title when the Oxfordshire Junior Shield
was introduced in 1895.
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Oxfordshire Standard referred to as “the patriarchal age of 85”, and he was
already slipping towards the status of a forgotten man. When he supplied
information for Brookes’s book two years earlier, the author had described
him as “the last of the family”. There were to be no more William Wings,
but the last one is well worth remembering.
Sources:
Jackson’s Oxford Journal; Henley and South Oxfordshire Standard; (Kinch’s)
Henley Advertiser; Reading Mercury; Reading Observer; Berkshire Chronicle;
Butler’s South Bucks Free Press; Henley and Remenham Record; Illustrated
Souvenir: Events in Reading and Neighbourhood 1904-5 (Reading Standard); A
History of Steeple Aston and Middle Aston by Rev. C.C. Brookes (Shipston on
Stour, 1929); Victoria County History: A History of the County of Oxford, Volume
11, ed. Alan Crossley, 1983; Henley-on-Thames : town, trade and river, by Simon
Townley (Victoria County History, 2009); A Bibliography of Printed Works relating
to Oxfordshire by E.H. Cordeaux and D.H. Merry (Oxford University Press, 1955);
Supplement to the last (Clarendon Press 1981); Records of Henley Royal Regatta, by
H.T. Steward (London, 1903); A Biographical Dictionary of Architects at Reading,
by Sidney M. Gold (privately published, 1999); King’s College School Alumni, 18311866, with historical and biographical notes, compiled by F.R. Miles (K.C.S., 1974);
Unpublished additions to Miles’s book by various archivists at King’s College
School; Henley-on-Thames Town Hall, by Joy M. Aston (HA&HG, 1975); Football:
The First Hundred Years – The Untold Story, by Adrian Harvey (Abingdon, 2005);
(John Lillywhite’s) Football Annual, ed. Charles W. Alcock (London); Information
supplied by the librarian to the Royal Institute of British Architects; Wing’s
photographic collection; Wing’s account book; Census returns; Questionnaire
distributed prior to the foundation of the Oxfordshire Football Association;
Oxfordshire F.A. minute books; Henley F.C. match card 1888-89;
http://www.lazeut.com/genweb/spenmilla/fam00791.htm.

Thanks to Steeple Aston Village Archive Trust; King’s College School;
King’s College, London; the Royal Institute of British Architects; Valerie
Alasia and all others who have helped with this article.
Editor’s Note: The website referred to in the above sources is no longer active, but a
reference to William Wing’s marriage can be found at:
http://www.lazeut.com/genweb2/getperson.php?personID=I372&tree=arbre1
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A Henley Childhood in the early 20th
Century, from John Crocker’s notes
By Cynthia Robinson

Many people in Henley will be familiar with the family of Crocker, the
shoemakers, who ran a successful business in the area for over one
hundred years. Whilst researching some aspects of the history of Henley,
courtesy of the Henley Archaeological and Historical Group, I have had
access to aspects of John Crocker’s personal account of his life and this
article will focus on his early life.
John was born in 1904 - the early part of the Edwardian era which was to
be a period of stability and calm for the country before it was to face two
catastrophic wars. At the time of John’s birth, his father was working as a
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newsagent and tobacconist but this business failed and his father had to
turn to the shoemaking business after paying off his business debts. His
grandfather Henry, born in 1826, was for over 50 years the Parish Clerk
and overseer of St. Mary’s Church.
John recalled his time at school with no textbooks other than the New
Testament and small books about the lives of heroes at the time such as
Nelson and Wellington. At the age of 7 he was helping his father after
school and in the holidays to deliver the repaired shoes to customers, often
receiving tips of 1d. or 2d. By the time young John went to school the
weekly payments to attend school introduced in the 19th century, when the
National Schools were established, had ceased. John’s wife recalled her
mother paying the weekly sum of 2d. to attend Highmoor school. During
the period 1914-17 the boys at John’s school were required to work in the
school’s vegetable garden two or three afternoons a week to supply the
masters with produce. The boys did not benefit from this endeavour,
although John did receive a red cabbage on one occasion but it was hollow!
As for leisure pursuits at the time, Henley’s ‘Free’ and ‘Pay’ baths were at
Solomon’s Hatch on the Wargrave Road, and John first went to these baths
as a six year old when his father tried to teach him to swim with ‘a tie
round my middle’. John was “scared”.
The visit of King George V and Queen Mary to Henley in 1912 for the
Regatta was a memorable occasion for eight year old John, who
remembered them arriving by train at the station before they embarked on
the Royal Barge and sailed down the river to Greenlands for lunch.
John left school, just six months after his thirteenth birthday, in 1917 when
his first wage was 8s per week later rising to 10s, working firstly for a
newsagent and later a builders’ office. Neither of these jobs held much
appeal for John. Eventually, at age 15, he joined his father in the family’s
shoemaking business, which he hated, having to sit at hand-finishing and
sewing, when his real ambition had been to join the police force but this
was not to be as his eyesight had let him down. At the time of John’s
youth, a pair of men’s boots cost 5 shillings, which was a considerable sum
having regard to their wages, with repairs costing around 2 shillings
during the life of the boots which was only two years. An Oxfordshire
labourer at this time would have earned around 13s 6d a week and a 16
year old 8s a week. Eventually John joined the Henley Fire Service as a
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volunteer at the age of 16 and this provided some additional income,
enabling him to buy his clothes each year and also to make himself some
shoes. His involvement with the Fire Service continued up to and
throughout the Second World War with John fighting fires as far afield as
Birmingham, Portsmouth and Southampton.
In later life, John was an enthusiastic historian and member of the Henley
Archaeological and Historical Group, regularly publishing articles on the
history of Henley. His papers are deposited in the Group’s archives for
reference and research purposes.

This invitation was issued to (“Archie”) John Crocker, then aged 7, inviting
him to a public tea held in the Market Place, Henley on June 22, 1911, the
coronation day of George V.
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The Bear: a historic Henley Inn
By Ruth Gibson
The material in this article consists of:
 A brief resume of the extensive surveys carried out on this building
over several years by members of the Henley-on-Thames
Archaeological & Historical Group and Dr. Dan Miles through his
tree ring dating work;
 The Inventory taken of the goods of John Dolton, in 1683
 A Footnote concerning the Will of William Brooks, brewer, of 1744
This complements the work done by Ann Cottingham in the research for
her book on the ‘Hostelries of Henley’ (P 48 – 51). It is through this research
that John Dolton was identified as occupant of the Bear. The inventory of
the rooms of the inn, taken after his death, has allowed us to identify many
of the existing rooms as the chambers described in the inventory,
something which is rarely possible.

The Bear Inn at 77/81 Bell Street showing the four tall gables of the
principal chambers described in the 1683 inventory.
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The Bear: Discussion and summary on
building dates, alterations and additions
By Ruth Gibson
Introduction: The medieval ‘Bear’ is the earliest surviving courtyard inn at
the northern town entrance. Its 4 tall gables dominate the street frontage
and invite travellers to stay in its comfortable chambers, whilst the wide
gateway leads to the courtyard and long rear ranges.
This report on the structures comprising the former inn attempts to explain
the various building and rebuilding phases, the earliest date being 1438,
that of the rear detached former kitchen or hall (the left rear range on the
picture below). The two probate documents, which form part of this article
on ‘The Bear’, connect this building to the 17th century innkeeper John
Dolton and 18th century owner William Brooks.

Rear yard of ‘The Bear’, looking east towards the carriage arch and Bell Street.

On the left of the above picture is the medieval hall/detached kitchen
located behind No. 81. It has been dendro dated to 1438. When it was built
it would have looked 0.40 m (16”) taller; the outside ground level having
risen by that much over the past 570 years, one now steps down into it. On
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the right is the long range with its impressive first floor parlour. The
lodging ranges, as described in the inventory of 1683 are located along the
frontage under four tall gables. The one in the centre is described as ‘The
Chamber over the Gatehouse’. The four impressive street front gables
(Page 29) were built over a period of time.

1st Floor Chamber I front room on
plan. Tie beam and collar only are
visible.

There is clear evidence that chambers
I and II (plan Page 38) have separate
wall frames; the present opening
between them shows the two separate
wall plates side by side. The same is
true for Nos II and III; here one can
see the separate wall frames in the
loft, the wall plate of No. III being
slightly higher, but a door – now
blocked - connected both chambers,
another sign of joint ownership (plan
page 38)

Chambers III and IV belong to
what is now No. 81; both front
gables have attractive, canted bays,
something usually associated with
the 17th C. The building is raised
over a basement and the ground
floor rooms are reached by a
couple of steps. The exposed
framing consists of mostly narrow
Attic above II with the crown strut
timbers and long diagonal braces
rising from the here hidden tie beam
with the exception of the dividing
to the cambered collar. The purlins
wall between the two ground floor
are clasped between principal rafter
rooms, where the timbers are of
& collar.
different dimensions and may be
re-used from an earlier building. This front range clearly represents a 17th
C rebuilding phase, an updating of an earlier, very probably medieval
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building. The detached 1438 rear range was however retained, still being
useful, but the circa 1 foot gap between the two is a sign of their different
construction dates and purposes.

View of half of the long first floor
chamber (V on plan Page 38). Formerly
the arch braced and cambered tie beams
supporting the single crown struts
would have been open to the apex of
the roof and are very impressive. The
collars and upper parts of the curved
wind braces are also hidden by the
inserted ceiling. Was this the heated
parlour of John Dolton where he kept
his five musical instruments?

Chambers I and II have timbers of large size and good quality scantling;
both have curved wind braces, cambered tie beams and collars supported
by a single crown strut and are very similar to the trusses and roof
structure of the large upper chamber at V (plan page 38). However, there is
a substantial difference in floor
level between the front and long
rear range, suggesting again a
difference in building dates despite
the apparent similarities in
construction. (NB the attic above
Chamber I has not been accessed
and may have a different roof
structure. From what one can see in
the first floor room below it seems
to have a side purlin roof like the
other bays)
The ground floor below chamber
No I has been much changed,
probably through the alterations
made when it was turned into a
shop. The former room divisions
have been removed and a new rear

Ground floor transverse joist
between rear rooms, empty
mortises of former dividing wall
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wall inserted to separate the shop (now a hair dresser’s) from the ground
floor entrance to the flat above. There is also evidence that the room was
widened with the loss of the timber frame of the south wall carriage arch,
now plain, painted brickwork.
The remaining posts and ceiling beam are of large scantling; especially the
central south wall post which divided this room into two bays originally.
This post retains shadows of mouldings on the front face as well as
evidence of a large brace, not dissimilar to that of the 1405 hall at No. 76
Bell Street and was very likely of similar date and use.
This room is 3 m high, an unusually
tall room. The next room is only 2.15
m high, with chambers above,
indicating either different building
dates or different status for their uses.
Was this front room built as a hall? If
so the visible ceiling beam may have
been the tie beam which supported
an earlier roof, later replaced with a
large chamber above.

Ground Floor south range,
south wall with close studding

Behind area V lies a three-bay, timber
framed building which has the look of
a former stable or barn due to its later
hoist door, but which was probably
part of the lodging range as it shares
the wall frame and west truss of Bay
V as well as a brick stack. Although
there is evidence of former room
divisions in the timbers which make
up the trusses in the form of empty
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The south wall post of the central
truss has a brace slot and empty
mortise of a former rail dividing
the room.

mortises for braces and rails there
is no evidence of an upper floor.
However, the building needed
large-scale repairs during
conversion to a salon after it
ceased to be a public house and
structural evidence may have
been lost when timbers were
replaced. Oral evidence of a loft
above part of the building, where
the hoist door is, exists, but this
loft could have been supported by
free-standing posts.

The rear range behind No. 81 is the
most intriguing of all the buildings at
The Bear; it has been the subject of a
more detailed
investigation with some
measured drawings
carried out and two
dendro dating campaigns.
These have resulted in the
date of 1438 for the felling
of the oaks of the small,
two-bay open hall and the
date of 1589/90 for its
extension. The architect’s
plans provided by the
owners have also been
used to annotate
additional information
found during visits – see
plan Page 38.
The building is of a
slightly trapezoidal shape
and consists of two
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The former hoist door, now a high
window. This appears to be a later
insertion. The window is C20th like all
the others here.

unequal bays of c. 2.20m and 3.30m respectively. It appears to have been a
free standing structure and is still separated from its present front range by
a 30cm gap. Three of its corner posts survive; although not complete, they
show that the building is unlikely to have been a remnant of a once larger
structure. It may have been the rear, open hall to the street front business
premises (shop or hostelry?); or it may have been built as a separate
kitchen. This was common practice in the middle ages, to minimize fire
hazards to the whole establishment. Unfortunately not enough of the 1438
roof structure survives (only the lower
parts of the rafters and the south and
central wall plates) to work out what
that might have looked like; a crown
post like that of Baltic Cottage which
has the same timber felling date? It
continued in its use with an open
hearth, even after its sideways
enlargement in the 1590s, as the
smoke blackened rafters show.
The trapezoidal shape of the first hall,
which must have posed some
problems for its carpenters, would
Rafter extension in1590 through a
have been due to the slight curve of its
simple lap joint for the new, taller
long, but narrow burgage plot due to
roof. NB still smoke blackened
the layout created by a slight bend in
despite the late Tudor date.
the road. It also indicates that the
construction of this hall might have had to take account of already existing
buildings on the site to ensure that an unimpeded through passage to the
rear was retained.
Conclusion: Whilst the long range on the south side of the plot cannot be
dated with any accuracy, the crown strut roof trusses (a form developed
from the crown post) indicate an early/mid 15 th century date. We have
local examples dated to 1454 and 1443. It seems therefore possible that part
of the south lodging range is contemporary with the dated 1438 north
range, of which unfortunately little of the original roof form survives.
The difference in ground floor ceiling heights in the south range between
the front and long rear range is also a strong indicator of different building
dates. The similarities in the roof truss construction, i.e. the use of crown
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struts, indicates similar dates for the first floor chambers, but this does not
rule out the survival of an earlier building at ground floor level. The tall,
single, surviving wall post in the shop front room (No. 77, bay I ) retains
strong evidence of an open hall structure. There is the pilaster (although
hacked back) on the front face of the post, as well as the seating for a
substantial arch brace, very similar features as those existing in the 1405
dated open hall at No. 76 Bell Street.
To properly understand these buildings and their construction dates, more
and detailed measured recording work and extending the dendro
investigations to the front and south ranges are essential. Here, first
attempts have been made to work out the use of the various parts of the
building. The latter has been helped greatly by the detailed inventory of
1683 taken by John Darby and John Beard as they walked from room to
room. The five first floor chambers especially can still be easily identified
(I, IIa and b, III & IV) whilst V may have been the quite grand music
parlour.

Sectional
elevation of the
south wall and
roof of the
medieval rear
hall or kitchen
at No. 81,
dendro dated to
1438.
NB the long
arch brace, a
strong indicator
of a medieval
timber frame.
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Truss over rear
hall looking east
in the roof of No.
81, which was
extended
upwards and
sideways in 1590

Crown strut truss and
dividing wall at first floor
level between II a and II b;
the two chambers over the
‘Gatehouse’.
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Ground and First Floor Plans

II a&b

V

I

III

III, blocked
door to No.
II above
gate way

IV
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No.
IV

The Inventory of the goods of John Dolton,
taken in 1683.
An Inventarie of ye goods and Chattells of John Dolton
of Henley upon Thames in ye County of Oxon
Innholder deceased had taken & valued by John
Darby and John Beard of Henley afores[ai]d yeomen
the 19th day of December Anno: D[omi]ni 1683
Item Description

£

s

d

−

Impr[im]is his weareing apparrel

1

2

6

−

In ready money

4

0

−

In ye new Chamber one featherbed 2 boulsters
1 paire of blanketts & coverled bedsteed
one table one Court coberd and 2 chaires one truckle bed
and one pare of anIrons
alsoe in the same roome Curtins & valians belonginge

4

17

6

−

in ye Little Chamber one flocke bed 2 feather pillors one
blankett & bedsteed with other furniture

1

0

0

−

in ye Chamber over ye gate house 3 flocke beds &
bedteeds with boulsters 4 pillours 2 rugges & one coverled

2

10

0

−

in ye Midle Chamber 2 feather beds & bedsteeds one
paire of Curtains one court coburd 2 Tables 3 chaires one
paire of anIrons fire shouffole & tongues 2 Ruggs one
paire of blancketts 3 boulsters and 2 pillours

7

0

0

−

in ye Chamber called ye Captains Chamber 2 feather
beeds & bedsteeds with Curtains & boulsters 3 blancketts
2 Ruggs one chaire one Table one form and one paire of
Iron doggs

4

15

0

−

in Lynnen 18 paire of sheets and

4

10

0
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6 dozen of knapkins

1

15

0

−

8 Table cloathes

1

10

0

−

10 pillobears

10

0

−

6 toullis

2

0

−

one presse 2 chests & with other lumber

10

0

−

in plate

1

0

0

−

in ye halle 2 Tables one form one Chaire one settle one
paire of AnIrons

1

2

6

−

in ye Little Chamber below one feather beed & beedsteed
curtins & hangings one truncke one table one Chaire one
paire of sheets

3

6

8

−

in ye Brew house one furnis and other brewing vessells

4

6

8

−

in ye Kitchinge 30 dishes of pewter

3

17

0

−

plates 2dozen & ½

14

0

−
−

10
6

0
0

−

more 12 flaggons
More 6 Chamber potts
More one poote & Three kittles & 3 skilletts
2 skimmers 2 brass sk one Iron poote

1

6

8

−

one paire of grates fire shoffel & tongues

1

8

0

−

one table 3 Chaires Leather & 4 other
one forme with other Lumber

9

0

−

one Jacke 2 spitts 2 driping pans 9 poringers and one
warminge pan

18

0
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−

in ye washinge house one table 2 tubbs one old furniss
with other Lumber

−

2 lo[ads] of haye

−

−

−

13

4

2

10

0

in ye sellar 11 hogsheds 5 tees 3 dozen of glasse bottles 4
standes 2 pipes whereof 3 hogsh[eads] are full of beare
and ye rest empty

3

18

0

in ye parlour one Table one Court coburd one grate one
paire of An Irons 6 Leather Chaires

1

2

6

2 base viols and harpe & one sittern one violeend

1

10

0

5

0

59

5

4

1

10

0

60

15

4

one signe board
totall

−

Rackes and Maingers beinge 24

John Darby
John Beard

Exhibit etc apud Oxon 21 die decembris 1683 per Elizabetham Dolton Relict
et Administraticem omnium et singulor bonorum etc pro vero etc qua
hacterins etc sub prostestatione de addendo et. Si etc.
[Summary of the Latin]

Exhibited at Oxford 21 December 1683
by Elizabeth Dolton relict and administrix
Originally transcribed by an evening class of Mrs Joan Dils 1984 and
subsequently by Angela Dix April 2008.
Document reference: ORO 164/1/46.
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The Bear Inn: a footnote concerning the will
of William Brooks, 1744.
By Viv Greenwood
A new insight into one of Henley’s historic Inns, ‘The Bear’ in Bell Street
has been revealed in an eighteenth century will complementing the
detailed history of the inn published in Ann Cottingham’s ‘The Hostelries
of Henley’.
This begins with the earliest dendro dating of 1438, through the inventory
of John Dolton in 1683 and on to 1732 when the’ Bear’ came into the
ownership of William Brooks, brewer, possibly sold to him by the Stonor
family, who owned the ‘Bear’ in the 17th century. His will and bequests
have recently been transcribed by the Henley Probate Project, just one of a
possible 1400 wills, bonds and inventories currently being studied, and
reveals some interesting information. The will from which this extract was
taken is a photocopy of a copy of the original, as are many of the Henley
wills. The project rarely sees the same handwriting twice and this text is a
good example of the complexities of accurate transcription. This section of
the will, mentioning a specific financial bequest, was written in May 1744,
when William Brooks was ’weak in Body but of sound and disposing Mind
Memory and understanding’, a standard introduction to wills of this
period.

to my Son Thomas Brooks the sum of sixteen pounds a year
to be paid unto him by my Executors during his life by four
Quarterly payments out of the Bear Inn at Henley which I
hereby expressly charge with the payment thereof I hereby
constitute and appoint my Neighbour and Friend Dr Thos
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Newell of Henley upon Thames aforesaid Gentleman to be a
Trustee to this my will and desire him to see the same only
executed and do hereby give him the sum of five Guineas
for the same.
Probate for the will of William Brooks was granted just six months after his
will was ‘Sign’d sealed publish’d and declared’, in November of the same
year, leaving the bulk of his estate to his wife Anna and a considerable
amount of money to his heirs, indicating that ‘The Bear’ must have
provided a good living. The leaving of money by quarterly payments was
usually stated to be payable on the feast days of saints, which were quarter
days. Four pounds per quarter would, however, have been a considerable
legacy in 1744.
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